Ultrastructural contributions to the study of morphological differentiation in malignant mixed (pleomorphic) tumors of salivary gland.
Ultrastructural studies of pleomorphic adenoma have shown a coordinated differentiation of luminal epithelial and modified myoepithelial cells with the latter cells related to processes resulting in the myxochondroid stroma. Five examples of various histologic types of malignant mixed tumor of parotid origin were examined by electron microscopy to see if underlying patterns of tumor cell differentiation and organization matched those of pleomorphic adenoma. Whether they were intracapsular tumors (with or without identifiable pleomorphic adenoma), carcinomas ex pleomorphic adenoma, or a true malignant mixed tumor, all lesions had cell types and organizations either identical to those in pleomorphic adenoma or, as in less-differentiated examples, displayed features suggesting origin from luminal cells, myoepithelial cells, or both. Even the chondroid cells in the true malignant mixed tumor expressed ultrastructural features indicating their epithelial derivation. On the basis of these findings, some alterations to the classification and terminology of the subtypes of malignant mixed tumor are suggested.